About Corporation

Seoul Metropolitan Facilities Management Corporation is the innovative public corporation that creates citizen-focused on urban services and facilities.

In accordance with ‘the Local Public Enterprises Act’ and ‘the Ordinances of establishment and operation of the Seoul Metropolitan Facilities Management Corporation,’ it has been established as the first regional corporation in Korea on September 1, 1983 for the purpose of [contributing to promote the welfare among the citizens through the effective management and the operation of facilities that are designated by Mayor of Seoul Metropolitan Government].

SMFMC operates urban services and facilities designated to fulfil supportive functions related to the life of citizen in the modern society. The provision of public services and facilities in the urban environment has a significant impact on the quality of life of the resident and the others. SMFMC plays an essential role in providing support services to create viable, sustainable, healthy and safe community.

Mission

Building of the better Seoul where people and the city, space and culture, and participation and communication coexist

Vision

The innovative public corporation that creates citizen-focused on urban services

For more information, please visit our website: www.sisul.or.kr
Seoul World Cup Stadium

The Seoul World Cup Stadium is located in Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul. It was built for the 2002 FIFA World Cup and has been used as a home of FC Seoul, a local football club. The grand entertainment and art facilities have been constructed in one of the most popular squares in the world. The unique roof structure takes the form of a traditional octagonal tray and the flying Bangpai-kite that delivers peace and aspiration. The city’s first indoor sporting arena, built on July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The roof was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.

Jangchung Gymnasium

Jangchung Gymnasium is located in the Jamsil area, close to the Children's Grand Park. It was completed at Mok-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul in 2004. The Seoul World Cup Stadium is located in the center of Seoul. It was built for the 2002 FIFA World Cup and has been used as a home of FC Seoul, a local football club. The grand entertainment and art facilities have been constructed in one of the most popular squares in the world. The unique roof structure takes the form of a traditional octagonal tray and the flying Bangpai-kite that delivers peace and aspiration. The city’s first indoor sporting arena, built on July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The roof was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.

Cheonggyecheon

Cheonggyecheon is a famous city park in downtown Seoul. The stream flows through the city center. It was completed at Wonji-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul in 2011. The building itself and the whole space in the center of Seoul. It was selected for the World Heritage Site in 2015. The large restoration project that began at July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The Cheonggyecheon was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.

Seoul Children's Grand Park

Seoul Children's Grand Park is located in the Olympic Park at Jamsil-dong, this is the popular park that has been visited by about 30,000 citizens a day. Several facilities of the park have been built safely for the disabled and animal. The underground shopping center is the popular park that has been still visited by about 30,000 citizens a day. Facilities at Children's Grand Park include amusement park, Zoo, garden and lakes. The Seoul Children's Grand Park is the popular park that has been still visited by about 30,000 citizens a day. Facilities at Children's Grand Park include amusement park, Zoo, garden and lakes.

Jangchung Gymnasium

Jangchung Gymnasium is located in the Jamsil area, close to the Children's Grand Park. It was completed at Mok-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul in 2004. The Seoul World Cup Stadium is located in the center of Seoul. It was built for the 2002 FIFA World Cup and has been used as a home of FC Seoul, a local football club. The grand entertainment and art facilities have been constructed in one of the most popular squares in the world. The unique roof structure takes the form of a traditional octagonal tray and the flying Bangpai-kite that delivers peace and aspiration. The city’s first indoor sporting arena, built on July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The roof was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.

Jangchung Gymnasium

Jangchung Gymnasium is located in the Jamsil area, close to the Children's Grand Park. It was completed at Mok-dong, Seocho-gu, Seoul in 2004. The Seoul World Cup Stadium is located in the center of Seoul. It was built for the 2002 FIFA World Cup and has been used as a home of FC Seoul, a local football club. The grand entertainment and art facilities have been constructed in one of the most popular squares in the world. The unique roof structure takes the form of a traditional octagonal tray and the flying Bangpai-kite that delivers peace and aspiration. The city’s first indoor sporting arena, built on July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The roof was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.

Seoul Public Cemetery & Crematorium

Seoul Public Cemetery & Crematorium is located in the Yeongdeungpo area, 1970. The complex funeral facility includes 23 of cremation furnaces, cinerarium, 23 of columbarium, and animal. The complex funeral facility includes 23 of cremation furnaces, cinerarium, 23 of columbarium, and animal.

Seoul Children's Grand Park

Seoul Children's Grand Park is located in the Olympic Park at Jamsil-dong, this is the popular park that has been visited by about 30,000 citizens a day. Facilities at Children's Grand Park include amusement park, Zoo, garden and lakes. The Seoul Children's Grand Park is the popular park that has been still visited by about 30,000 citizens a day. Facilities at Children's Grand Park include amusement park, Zoo, garden and lakes.

Seoul Civil Crematorium

Seoul Civil Crematorium is located in the Terminal area, Sanggye-dong, Yeongdeungpo area. It was completed at 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.
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The Seoul World Cup Stadium is located in Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul. It was built for the 2002 FIFA World Cup and has been used as a home of FC Seoul, a local football club. The grand entertainment and art facilities have been constructed in one of the most popular squares in the world. The unique roof structure takes the form of a traditional octagonal tray and the flying Bangpai-kite that delivers peace and aspiration. The city’s first indoor sporting arena, built on July 2003 had the purpose of preserving the unique identity of the natural environment and the historic area of Seoul. The roof was opened to the public in September 2005 and was praised as a success model in the renewal and beautification of the city.
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